Let M be a CR submanifold of C" without extreme points. Then, the modulus of any CR function on M cannot have a strong local maximum at any point of M.
If ¿GA/0(M), then £ = !?_ ,£,■</!,■«)) and if Z = EJL^ w/d/dzj) e HT0(/W), then E«_, (9p/3zyX0)wy = 0 for 1 < i « q. In [4] , it is conjectured that the converse of Theorem 1 is also true. Proof of Theorem 2. We know from [5] that there exists a nonnegative function cp G C2(C") strictly plurisubharmonic in a neighborhood D of M such that M = {z g D\<p(z) = 0} = {z G Z)|grad<p = 0).
Let p g M. We assume that p = 0 and in a neighborhood V of p we have V n M = (z G V\pi(z) = • • ■ = Pq(z) = 0} with dp, A • • • Adpq{0 * 0.
Let p = tp + epl g C2(V), where e > 0 is chosen small enough such that the complex Hessian of p is strictly positive definite at the origin.
We have also dp(0) = edp,(0) =t= 0 and we may assume that (dpl/dzl)(0) =£ 0, so (9p/9z,)(0)*0.
Because p(0) = 0 in a neighborhood of the origin we have:
We make the holomorphic change of coordinates in C":
In the new coordinates we have P(z') = -y{+ i auz% + 0{\z'f) i.y-i
with E"/=1 aiiz'zj strictly positive definite. {ft-7},«! r are real and complex valued functions respectively vanishing to second order at the origin [7] .
Therefore, if
Pi =y\ -g1(x,z),...,Ps=ys-gs{x,z), where x = (xu...,xs) and z = (zJ+r+1,..., z"), then in a neighborhood of the origin we have M = {z|p,(z) = ••■ =Pq(z) = 0), dpx A ■ ■ ■ A dpq¡0 # 0 and dp,(0),..., dpq(0) are orthonormal.
<p is the real part of a CR function so (99)fc<p = 0 [3] .
If rf is a real extension of <p, then in a neighborhood U of p in C" we obtain q a99? = £ a*pÄ + E MP* + E Cjâp* + E ¿^9p*
with a, g C(?4)(t/), bk G ^,(1/), c, G qfa(U) and rf4 g C°°(£/) or,
We choose an extension ç> of (p which is independent of the variables j^,..., ys, xs+l, ys + i,..., xs+r, ys+r which are normal to M over the origin.
Let Ze HT0(M), i.e.
From (2) we obtain Hence if £ = Vk = ï(-Rcdk(0))dpk(0) g N0(M) it follows that Lp is strictly positive definite and by Proposition 2, p is an extreme point of M, which contradicts the fact that M has no extreme points. Remark. Professor Hugo Rossi pointed to me that Theorem 3 can be proved by using the approximation theorem of Baouendi and Trêves [1] and the techniques from his paper [6] .
